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Introduction
Information has now become such an integral part of our global society, that its access is
considered as a basic human right [1, 2]. Moreover, progress of rural and urban developing
populations is also getting increasingly dependent upon access to information [3]. This is
specifically applicable to Asia which houses the largest developing population. 32 out of 50
Asian countries are considered to be under-developed, having annual per capita income of
less than $500 [4]. Access to information is thus critical for these countries.
ICT have emerged as the dominant carrier of information across the globe and therefore
access to information can be equated with access to ICT, specifically the Internet. Asians
form about 61% of the world population [5] and since 2001 they have also become the largest
group of Internet users. Currently, 173 million Asians use the internet, which is 27% of the
total internet users across the globe [6]. However, these users form only about 4.5 % of the
total Asian population [5], which shows that there is enormous potential for Internet usage in
Asia, and therefore an immense opportunity for growth through access to information through
the Internet.
Investments have been put into developing ICT infrastructures in Asia. Nevertheless, the
persisting digital divide attests that the current path towards providing connectivity and
technology infrastructure alone would not enable the majority of Asian populations to benefit
from the present information availability [7]. In addition to being most populous, Asia is also
the most culturally and linguistically diverse region of the world. There are 2197 languages
spoken in Asia, which is the largest number of languages spoken in any one region. Only
about 20% of these people can communicate in English [8, 9], majority of whom reside in the
developed countries in Asia. Currently, English is the lingua franca for ICT, with majority of
content being in English [10]. This makes English language information available on ICT
inaccessible to a large majority of Asians. This particularly affects those living in the rural
areas of developing countries in Asia. Therefore these populations cannot effectively utilize
the information, even if infrastructure is available to access it.
Unless these large non-English speaking populations have the ability to do computing in local
languages, they will not be able to use ICT for development effectively. This is reaffirmed by
Digital Review of Asia Pacific: "The ready availability of relevant local language content is
critical for the development of productive capacity … one of the challenges … of Internet
diffusion [lies] in the dominance of the English language … content … with little relevance to
many Asia-Pacific Internet users" [11]. Thus, the solution is providing relevant content in local
languages to these developing populations. Localization of ICT is as critical as the
infrastructure. This is being termed as LICT4D (Localized Information and Communication
Technologies for Development).
Access can be broadly categorized as being able to (i) generate and (ii) retrieve information in
local languages. Each of these categories has its own challenges. One of the fundamental
challenges to both generation and retrieval of localized information is the availability of fonts,
which would enable the Asians to display information in their languages.

Font Development Challenges of Asian Writing Systems
Enabling Asian writing systems pose a unique challenge to English and western-centric ICT.
On ICT, English has a character-based left-to-right context-free non-cursive writing system.

Asian writing systems introduce much more variety and complexity. These may be
categorized as below:
i)

Variety in units of writing system. Though some writing systems are characterbased, there are others which are syllable-based or based on pictograms/ideograms,
e.g. Figure 1 below shows some Chinese characters and their possible evolution from
pictures.

Moon
Sun
Mountain

Water
Bird
Figure 1: Chinese Pictographs [12]
ii)

Variety in writing direction. Asians scripts are written left to right (L to R), right to
left (L to R), top down. There are also writing systems which are written L to R and R
to L and are referred to as bidirectional writing systems.

(a)
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ذ

وا

وا

ز ن

ö
۔

ز دہ

(b)
Figure 2: (a) Chinese Written Top Down (Vertically) [13] (b) Urdu Written in Arabic
Script (Naskh Style) from Right to Left
iii)

Variety in baseline usage. Unlike English which is written horizontally along a
single baseline, there are writing systems which employ complex use of baseline, e.g.
diagonal writing (top-right to bottom-left) in Nasta'leeq as shown below and explained
in the next section.
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Figure 3: (a) Urdu Written in Horizontal Naskh Style (b) Urdu Written in Diagonal
Nasta'leeq Style
(Character Sequence  ب ج ب جWritten Cursively in Both Cases)
iv)

Non-Monotonic writing. In English characters start from left and are written towards
the right. One does not come back left of an existing character to write a subsequent
character. However, many writing systems in Asia show non-monotonic behavior.
This is shown by Khmer and Lao vowels in Figure 4. The box represents a
consonantal character and as the figure indicates, the vowels are written on both
sides of consonants.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Non-Monotonic Writing of Vowels in (a) Khmer, and (b) Lao [13]
v)

Marks in writing systems. English has very limited sets of marks in its alphabet,
e.g. the dot on letter 'i' and 'j'. However, many Asian scripts are much more rich the
use of marks. Figure 5 shows how different vowel-marks modify the base letter for
‘k’.
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Figure 5: Use of Marks in Devanagari script [13]
vi)

Cursive behavior. Many Asian writing systems are written by joining individual
characters within a word or a phrase. The latter property is exhibited when there is
no use of space between words and poses a significant challenge to determine end
of line breaks. Loa is an example of such language.

vii)

Context sensitivity. In many writing systems of Asia the shape of character is not
fixed but depends on the shapes of characters around it, thus the shape of the letter
is sensitive to the context in which it is occurring. The following example in Figure 6
shows various shapes of the same character ‘bay’ of Arabic in different contexts.

ب
Figure 6: Context Dependent Shapes of Letter ‘bay’ in Arabic
These complexities pose significant challenges to technology. This study presents a case
study of Urdu Nasta'leeq font highlighting the motivation, challenges, successes and lessons
learnt. This font has been developed by Center for Research in Urdu Language Processing
at National University of Computer an Emerging Sciences in Lahore, Pakistan, and supported
through the Small grants program by IDRC, APDIP UNDP and APNIC.

Nasta'leeq Case Study
Urdu, the national language of Pakistan, is spoken by more than 60 million speakers in over
20 countries [14]. Urdu is written in Arabic script. Arabic script has many traditional writing
styles, including Naskh (mostly used for Arabic language), Kufi, Divani, Sulus, Riqa, etc.
Some of these styles are shown in Figure 7 below.
Naskh and Taleeq styles of writing were combined into the very spatially concise Nasta'leeq
writing style.
Nasta'leeq writing system for Urdu is character based, bidirectional (mainly R to L), diagonal,
non-monotonic, cursive, context sensitive writing system with a significant number of marks
(dots and other diacritics). This makes Nasta'leeq one of the most complex writing styles and
challenging to develop.
These complexities of the Nasta’leeq writing style had up till now precluded the development
of a character-based font. Thus, it had not been possible to develop and publish text-based
HTML web-pages for Urdu and images of scanned Urdu text had to be put on the internet for
publishing. This made websites very memory intensive and were not accessible through slow
internet connections, impeding the widespread usage of Urdu in electronic communication
and publication. However, recent advances in font-technologies (e.g. Open Type Font ) have
made it possible to model and implement, to an acceptable level, Nasta’leeq type complex
writing systems.
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Figure 7: Various Writing Styles for Arabic Script (Unpublished Work Written by Jameel
ur Rahman, Calligrapher of Nafees Nasta'leeq and Nafees Naskh Fonts)
To develop Nafees Nasta’leeq font an orthographic analysis of Nasta’leeq writing style was
done. The following section briefly explains the findings of the work.
Challenges of Nasta'leeq Writing Style
Nasta’leeq is a complex cursive style of writing Arabic script based languages e.g. Urdu and
Persian. Each letter has precise writing rules, relative to the width of the flat nib of the pen,
called qat. The measurement of some letters in terms of qat is given in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Measurements of Individual Letters in Qat
As Nasta'leeq is a writing style for Arabic script, it inherits its bidirectional nature, where the
characters are written from R to L but numbers are written from L to R. In addition, some
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symbols take arguments above them (e.g. the digits indicating the year for Sanah sign). The
bidirectional nature is shown in Figure 9 below. The arrows indicate the direction in which
individual words are written while generally writing from right to left.
writing direction

۔

۲۰۰۳ :  ا۱۴ آج

Figure 9: Bidirectional System for Writing Urdu in Nasta'leeq (“Today 14 October 2003
is” i.e. “Today is 14th October 2003” is Written)
Additionally Nasta'leeq is a cursive writing style in which letters in a word connect at delicate
joints in a diagonal manner, from top right to bottom left, according to well defined joining
rules. This diagonal writing style gives rise to one of the defining features of Nasta’leeq - the
vertical overlap of characters within and across ligatures (sequence of connected characters).
Figure 10 (a) shows an example of Nasta'leeq's diagonality versus the horizontal behavior of
Naskh, another popular writing style for Arabic script normally used for writing Arabic
language. In both cases, the letter ‘Jeem’ is repeated four times (forming a nonsense string).
A horizontal baseline is also drawn. This example also shows how Nasta'leeq is able to
conserve space. Though both ligatures present the same information, the diagonal nature of
Nasta'leeq makes the ligature more vertical but lesser in width compared to the ligature
formed by Naskh writing style. Figure 10 (b) shows an artistic use of this diagonality feature
of Nasta'leeq in a calligraphic composition.

ð
(a)

(b)
Figure 10: (a) Nasta'leeq's (left) Diagonal vesus Naskh's (right) Horizontal Writing (b)
Calligraphic Composition Showing Nasta'leeq Diagonality (Source Unknown)
Nasta'leeq is also non-monotonic, where certain letters contain a stroke which goes back and
beyond the previous character. This is also true in writing where overlapping may be done to
conserve space. This is shown in Figure 11 below, in which the strokes for letters ‘Bari Yay’
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and ‘Jeem’ go back (towards right) beyond the previous characters. In both cases, letter ‘Bay’
is written as the first letter.

Figure 11: Negative Overlap of ‘Bari Yay’ and ‘Jeem’ in Nasta'leeq (Vertical Dotted Line
Marks the End of First Character)
Nasta’leeq style is complex as letters in a word assume different shapes according to the
context in which they occur. For less than 50 characters a total of about a thousand different
shapes are coded in Nafees Nasta'leeq to cater to the context sensitivity of characters.
Special rules are written to choose the right shape of a character in a given context. Figure
12 shows four such rules which choose the appropriate shape for letter ‘Jeem’ written in
Nafees Nasta'leeq font. Second rule can be read as “’Jeem’ takes JeemInitial4 shape (given
in middle column) when it comes before RayFinal1”. Actual context is given in the right-most
column.

جÆج

Initial3

/ __ ج

Final

| __<>ج

<NS>*<All>

جInitial3

جÆج
جÆج

Initial4

Initial5

/ __ رFinal1

/ __ ر

جInitial4

Final2

جInitial5

جÆج

Initial6

/ __ س

Final1

| __<<>سNS>*<All>

جInitial6

Figure 12: Context Dependent Rules of Nafees Nasta'leeq for Urdu
Marks are indispensable in Nasta'leeq for Urdu. The marks can either be ‘Nuqta’ (dot),
‘aerab’ (vowel diacritics) or honorifics or other special symbols. ‘Nuqta’ marks are an integral
and defining part of some characters and are mandatory. Other marks are mostly optional.
These marks are also used in other Arabic Scripts (see Figure 7 above) but pose a
significantly greater challenge in Nasta'leeq because of its diagonality and shorter horizontal
span. A calligrapher can artistically move these marks around while writing. However, a
computer font is normally dumb and has fixed positions for these marks relevant to the base
character often causing base-mark or mark-mark collisions. Theses collisions can be avoided
by writing rules to move the marks in case a clash is anticipated. There are many such
possibilities. More than 2000 rules have been written in Nafees Nasta'leeq to avoid the
‘Nuqta’-clashes. Figure 13 below shows (a) base-mark type ‘Nuqta’ clash (circled), and (b)
how a calligrapher avoids the clash by shifting the ‘Nuqta’ marks (the circled ‘Nuqta’ marks
are moved in the direction of the arrow, away from previous character).
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 ث6h
(a)

(b)

Figure 12: (a) ‘Nuqta’-Clash, and (b) Clash Removal by Shifting ‘Nuqta’
In addition to these, there are significant spacing and justification requirements in Nasta'leeq,
which OTF formalism does not handle and may eventually be programmed by developing rule
or heuristics based expert systems.
Success Story
With a concentrated effort of a five person team for eighteen months funded by Small Grants
Program (by IDRC, UNDP APDIP and APNIC), Nafees Nasta'leeq, a character based
Nasta'leeq font for Urdu was developed and released on 14th August 2003. This font is freely
available from www.crulp.nu.edu.pk or www.crulp.org. Because this font is based on Unicode
standard and OTF formalism and is freely available, it is now possible for Urdu speakers to
publish and access Urdu over internet without resorting to images. This would allow Urdu
speakers to use the internet and other computing applications as well and remove the English
language barrier.
In process of development of Nafees Nasta'leeq font, it has also been possible to completely
document the details of Nasta'leeq writing style. This is a calligraphic achievement as these
rules, which had been passed down for generations, had never been documented in detail.
The research center has also been able to build significant HR capacity to develop fonts by
doing this work.
Finally, the font also successfully depicts Nafees Shah's Lahore style of Nasta'leeq and thus
preserves his tradition.

Lessons Learnt
In the course of development of Nafees Nasta'leeq, R&D team faced multiple challenges. As
the project leader, the author also went through a learning process which looked not only on
the development challenges, but also at other issues involved in achieving the ultimate
objective for the work: to enable masses in Pakistan access to computing in a language they
understand. These findings are listed below.
1. Open Type Font formalism is much more advanced and powerful compared to the simple
collection of glyphs in True Type Font formalism. OTF is a very effective formalism to
realize complex Asian scripts. However, it still has some problems.
•
•

Though Uniscribe, the OTF rendering engine by Microsoft, is the most mature
among existing rendering engines, it still does not support all functionality defined
in OTF formalism.
OTF formalism allows limited amount of space for writing rules. This space is
sufficient for many writing systems and styles. However, due to the complexity of
Nasta'leeq, all this space was utilized in creating Nafees Nasta'leeq. Still more
rules were required, but were not incorporated because of space constraints.
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•
•
•

•

As the number of rules increase, the performance of Uniscribe to render the OTF
font depreciates. Thus, large documents are very slowly displayed.
Uniscribe and OTF are based on Unicode standard which is not supported by
Linux and older versions of Microsoft (e.g. Windows 95/98). Thus, there is still
limited usage of OTF based fonts, though this will change over next few years.
Nasta'leeq is a very complex writing style and has significant artistic and
calligraphic requirements. The artistic nature of Nasta'leeq is created through
very complex balancing rules of ligatures and words and by overlapping or
stretching different characters. Developing Nasta'leeq font to compete with the
creation of a calligrapher’s mind is a tough task. Nafees Nasta'leeq has achieved
the functionality of the font but still lacks the beauty of creation of Nafees Shah,
the master after which the font has been named. Open Type Font formalism is
not powerful enough to handle this aspect of the font.
Linux does not have a mature rendering engine for OTF. This limits the usage of
OTF font on Linux platform. The efforts on developing this support on Linux are
slow. This is an area which needs to be urgently addressed.

2. Apart from development challenges, there were significant other lessons learnt. As a
computer scientist, project leader has limited exposure to the 'real world' scenarios.
Naively, it was thought that if the font is built it will be automatically used by the masses.
Interestingly, in the project budget there was no initial allocation for marketing the font.
Once the font was developed, the development team realized how crucially a marketing
budget was required. Developers do ineffective marketing. Though email announcement
were made, it was not reaching the masses. Some budget was re-appropriated for this
purpose. However, one of the significant lessons learnt is that effective and planned
marketing needs to be done to really enable such products to be effectively disseminated.
Dissemination of information can be achieved by partnering developers with social
scientists and through proper planning and resource allocation.
3. Font is only one piece of LICT4D.asia puzzle. To provide access of developing
populations in local languages for effective use, much more research and development in
areas of script, speech and language processing applications is required. Special focus
also needs to be put on developing localization capability on Linux and open sources to
give cheap alternative to poor populations. Proper funding needs to go into this.
4. HR capacity needs to be built to enable LICT development for Asia. Developing countries
do not have enough HR capability to do much of the advanced R&D to develop local
language software.
5. Governments need to focus on LICT as an important tool and effectively address
development of LICT in their IT related policies.

Conclusions
Most populations in Asia require urgent access information for their development. Internet is
the main repository and vehicle for access of information. However, language barriers pose a
significant problem to this access. This is an urgent and important issue and must be
addressed to give information access to poor populations of Asia, the access which is their
basic human right! This may be effectively achieved by computer and social scientists
working closely together to develop technology and effective dissemination mechanisms for
the technology, and public sector supporting such work.
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